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WE PUT OUR CLIENTS
FIRST, TO CREATE
RELIABLE SOLUTIONS
THAT EXCEED EVERY
EXPECTATION.
M.R Industrial Services are one of the UK’s
largest secondary steel and architectural
steel suppliers.
Formed in 2015 we have rapidly gained a reputation for
our professional approach, tenacity and expertise. This
has led to exceptional growth and re-investment within the
company ensuring key positions have been filled and all
opportunities to maximise our capacity have been fulfilled.
Being based in the Midlands is the ideal location to service
our client base UK wide.
Our aim is to be the UK’s No1 supplier of secondary
steelwork and architectural steelwork, we aim to deliver
on this by giving 110% to our clients every time, working
closely with our supply chain and continually investing in
our people with training and equipment, coupled with our
love of what we do and our desire for success.

+44 (0)1536 204 510
Matthew Ross
Managing Director

info@mrindustrialservices.co.uk
www.mrindustrialservices.co.uk
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Secondary Steel Work & Access Solutions

The structural steelwork forms the all-important base
for your project, and when it comes to such a key feature
in any build, we understand that you need to rely on
proven professionals that you know you can trust.
As one of the UK’s largest secondary steel suppliers, M.R.
Industrial Services are well equipped to provide structural
steelwork for any project and any application. We pride
ourselves on being able to offer a complete steelwork
service, continuously providing expert advice and support
at all stages of the process, from initial customer enquiry
right through to onsite installation.
Your structural base is no place to cut corners, which is
why our experienced draughtsmen use the industries
latest state-of-the-art 3D design software to provide
you with detailed schematic plans for your structural
steelwork concept before the production process begins.
Our 3D animation service, augmented reality models,
and photorealistic renders, allow you to visualise
your structural design, ensuring you have complete
understanding and transparency of your design right from
the outset.
Our capabilities range from retrofit works and portal frame
buildings to more challenging freestanding structures and
extension canopies.
Our structural steelwork fabrication is only limited by your
imagination, and our experience and knowledge ensure we
remain a top choice for steelwork.

The fabrication division at M.R. Industrial Services is
one of the top steelwork fabricators in the UK, and
we are proud that our manufacturing and fabrication
capabilities extend beyond just structural steelwork.
We regularly provide secondary steelwork items
that have all been crafted to the highest quality. Our
secondary steelwork items include, but are not limited
to, support frames, trimming steels, wind posts, riser
support frames, cat ladders, rest landings, and key
clamp balustrades.

Our highly professional team work closely with all our
customers to ensure complete satisfaction with both
the products and services we provide. Our expert
engineers are adept at recognising areas and aspects
of your project that would benefit from further steelwork
support from M.R. Industrial Services, and we are quick
to offer and provide a suitable and well-thought-out
solution.
Throughout the fabrication and installation process,
from initial contact right through to project completion,
our qualified experts are on hand to offer valuable
support and advice for all your steelwork queries.
Our customer focused approach sets us apart from our
competitors, and we are uniquely placed with our ability
to provide a full-service steelwork solution for every
customer, no matter the industry or application.
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Architectural Steel Work

Impact Protection
The excellent reputation MR Industrial have gained
through years of delivering bespoke and detailed
steelwork solutions has allowed us to develop our
business structure further. We have increased
capacity and a range of experience which allows us
to provide high-quality impact protection services
and products for a wide range of applications.

As industry-experts with years of knowledge
in steelwork fabrication, M.R. Industrial
Services are experienced in providing bespoke
architectural steelwork alongside the more
classic structural elements.

Not only are we able to provide the steelwork for your
project, our in-house construction and installation team
are highly qualified according to EU legislation, and are
well-versed in current health and safety prerequisites
and best practices, to ensure every piece of M.R.
Industrial Services steelwork meets every requirement.

Using stainless steel – ideal due to its malleable,
versatile, and high-strength nature – our engineers are
able to create aesthetic and eye-catching features that
elevate your project.

We are uniquely placed in that we can offer a full-service
steel solution, seeing the project through from initial
conception to final completion. We work closely with all
our clients, to ensure that at every step of the way we
are meeting and exceeding your expectations.

The accomplished team at M.R. Industrial Services can
provide premium architectural steelwork to suit any
need and application, from unique staircases, such as
tower stairs, feature stairs, and spiral stairs, to external
additions to your project, such as balconies, canopies,
and powder-coated and stainless-steel balustrades.

Steel is an ideal material for impact protection, as it has
the unique ability to be fabricated in a range of shapes,
whilst still maintaining its strength. As leading experts in
steelwork fabrication, M.R. Industrial impact protection
products make use of steel thanks to its durable and
low-maintenance nature, as it does not corrode, stain, or
rust easily. Our comprehensive range of bespoke impact
protection services include, but are not limited to, bollards,
Armco barriers, edge protection, wheel stops, wheel
guides, column covers.
We pride ourselves on our flexibility, working closely with
our clients, amending, and adjusting our work to suit
your changing needs. From the start of the process, right
through to the on-site installation from our expert team,
we will work with you, rather than for you, ensuring your
complete and bespoke steel solution is perfectly matched
to your original specifications.
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Cladding

Special Projects

Our professional approach combined with years
of industry expertise has allowed us to develop
our services to encompass a range of steelwork
solutions, including cladding. As a cladding
material, steel is the most advantageous, and
it provides a strong, durable, and lightweight
solution to external building protection. Our
cladding steelwork solutions include single
skin sheeting, composite panels, twin skin,
and guttering.

No request is too challenging, and we thrive on using
innovative construction methods combined with the
latest technology to engineer unique and bespoke
steelwork projects for all our clients, no matter the
industry or application. From specialist work benches
to dedicated gantry frames, M.R. Industrial Services
offer tailor-made engineering solutions, designed to
the highest level of precision and mathematical degree.
Our highly experienced and trained staff work to provide
a steel solution that not only meets, but always exceeds
your expectations. We have comprehensive in-house
electrical and mechanical installation capabilities,
with every team member extensively trained in EU
safety legislation.

Investing in your cladding is highly important during
construction. The right cladding forms a weather-proof
protective shell around the structure of the building,
acting as a key element in future-proofing the structure,
which is why the quality of product must be the first
priority. Our custom cladding fabrication services
ensure your steelwork solution is adapted to your needs
and requirements, and suits the style and aesthetic of
your building whilst also providing excellent protective
properties. Using our 3D rendering service, we are able
to provide you with a scaled idea of the final product before
production, ensuring complete transparency from the first
step with us.
M.R. Industrial Services Fabrications Division is one of
leading experts in steelwork in the UK, meaning you will
be working with proven and trusted specialists that have
years of experience dealing all manner of requests.

At M.R. Industrial Services, we pride ourselves on the
excellent communication we maintain throughout your
entire project. We regularly work to tight deadlines, and
all work is always completed to the highest standard,
no matter the scale of the project. We always encourage
customer involvement at all stages, to ensure complete
satisfaction.
We love working on special projects, and in the past, we
have tackled a range of unique projects that were equal
parts challenging and rewarding. We have worked on:
bespoke metal work to your designs, art and sculpture
plinths, vehicle ramps, HGV platforms, and sheeting
stations. You are only limited by your imagination.
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What People Say

“

I could tell from the moment I met Matthew and the team that they were a cut above the rest.
The service is always first class and nothing is ever too much, whether you need a single door
threshold or 50t of roof steels - they have it all covered. Its evident to see that the whole team at
MR industrial are very passionate about what they do and I would 100% recommend using them.
Sam Vickers - Project Manager, Winvic

“

“MR Industrial Services is a valuable part of GOLDBECKs supply chain for several years.
They have supported us in the design as well as in the manufacturing and assembly of
bespoke steel structures. With their design department we have always been able to find
the perfect solution for different sized budgets and technical requirements, to the satisfaction
of our clients. With their flexible and professional service they have supported us on several
construction sites. Especially when time was of the essence they were able to provide
the required services reliably and with high quality. Working with Matthew and his team
is productive and collaborative at all times.
Paula Meyer - Senior Project Manger, Goldbeck

OUR
DESIGN &
BUILD TEAM
WILL WORK
WITH YOU.

“

MRI have been a superb addition to our supply chain. The quality of work and ability to complete
to works in the requested time scales are second to none. They are great company to deal with
and are fantastic partner in delivering high quality buildings for our clients.
Matthew Cooke - Senior Construction Manager, TSL Projects

“

I have had the pleasure of employing M.R on several projects over the last 4 years and will
continue to do so. From the first enquiry to the successful completion of their works is handled
with professional integrity throughout. A can do attitude and excellent technical knowledge is
promoted throughout any project realising value and efficiencies in all areas.
David Merrills - Operations Director, Mid Group
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